Through STEPCam support, the MoEYS will deliver improved and effective Continuous Professional Development (CPD) to more than 4,000 teachers, teacher educators, and 3,000 MoEYS officials and staff.

STRENGTHENING TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMMES IN CAMBODIA

STEPCam is a three-year initiative, supported by the Global Partnership for Education (GPE), with joint commitment of MoEYS and UNESCO to support Cambodia in achieving SDG 4 - Education by 2030.
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STEPCam is a comprehensive Teacher Education Programme, focusing on 4 key components:

COMPONENT 1
A new Continuous Professional Development (CPD) system, supporting teachers in their professional growth. Better teachers for a better future!

COMPONENT 2
INSET (In-Service) Training for teachers of early grade Math and Khmer Reading: new teaching techniques, mentoring and a new student-centered approach, fostering inquisitive mind and active participation!

COMPONENT 3
Upgrading the skills of trainers, allowing them to grow into their role with new engaging methodologies, to best support teachers using a peer-to-peer approach.

COMPONENT 4
Upgraded facilities at Provincial Teacher Training Centers (PTTCs), creating a better learning environment for students, and allowing teachers to excell at their job!